The Board of Congregations agreed upon six points joined by John Marshall, the senior member of the Medical Center, that were the basis for the project's success. The first point was the need for the Medical Center to co-operate in its own private report, explaining that the medical student's role was to be the highest quality, and that they would be available to the TC instructor and the student of the UBA. "The instructor takes a risk in evaluating the teaching and learning process, in order to provide a medium of one-way communication," explained TC Turin, Director of the UBA. "The instructor's role is to question each other's knowledge, and to provide a medium of one-way communication." The second point was the need for the Medical Center to study the conditions, 24-hour study rooms, and the need for the Medical Center to study the conditions. The third point was the need for the Medical Center to study the conditions, and that the conditions of the UBA and its member's meetings and committees should be available to the TC instructor and the student of the UBA. The fourth point was that the Medical Center to study the conditions, and that the conditions of the UBA and its member's meetings and committees should be available to the TC instructor and the student of the UBA. The fifth point was that the Medical Center to study the conditions, and that the conditions of the UBA and its member's meetings and committees should be available to the TC instructor and the student of the UBA. The sixth point was that the Medical Center to study the conditions, and that the conditions of the UBA and its member's meetings and committees should be available to the TC instructor and the student of the UBA.
Apathetic Attitude Prevails

Will ROTC End With The Draft?

by Steve Breiner
Staff Reporter

ROTC exists at the University of Cincinnati, is it all it is?

The organization's existence is now being exposed by several community activists, according to Captain Albert W. Degracke, assistant professor of military science and public relations officer for the Army program here. For example, Army color guards appear at every Cincinnati Royals home game this season in procession with the Army's relatively massive recruiting department.

Still, ROTC at UC is not the huge, active organization that it is on other campuses.

While ROTC is generally ignored, as mystical, rather than imply, attitude seems prevalent. However, even in the ROTC range there seems to be some variety of opinion as to the possibility of their organization.

Lt. D. D. McDonald, (Bus. Ad. senior), under control and commander of the Army's band, visited the opinion that most people who try to take an independent stand toward ROTC involvement are actually putting themselves at some variance on the matter than they really mean.

Currently, Terry Frarey (A&S junior), is the major commander of the group's assessment team. The Social Board, a joint committee responsible for the investigation of Air Force and Army activities, has only recently one-month of last year's budget. The Military Bell, ROTC's official newspaper for the year, was just printed open to all students in order to reserve additional monthly funds from the university.

Getting ROTC course accredited is like getting triggered. Only A&S and the other campus have it. A&S Pressure put in. . .ARPOTC goes without its course and is accredited. (Continued next page)

Today at 12:30

Budget Hearing Set

There will be an open Budget Hearing for the entire university community today at 12:30 p.m. in room 1270 Milham. This is the first time ever an open meeting as such is being held. President Beards and all the vice-presidents will be there to hear the community's views on the budget making process.

Bookstore Plan Submitted Again

Student Body President John Elsby submitted to Student Senate last Wednesday the bookstore proposal endorsed by Senate the previous week.

The student government constitution empowers the student body president to ask the Senate to reconsider legislation within one month. A majority vote is necessary for the bill to be enacted. Senate rejected Mike Mergler's (A&S junior) bookstore plan, upon recommendation and approval of the ad hoc committee.

The alternate book store plan, advocated by Mr. David (Maj. Ad. junior) would turn over 60 percent of its profits to student activities, whereas Mergler's plan would return 40 percent.

A committee consisting of six students, faculty, and two administrators would be established to administer the fund.

Mergler would be used for the direct profit of student activities, whereas Mergler's plan, upon recommendation of the ad hoc committee, would return 40 percent of its profits to student activities.

Mergler's plan included a Student Projects Priority Committee consisting of eight students, three faculty members, and two administrators.

Mergler would be available for any student or organization to propose a project committee determined, subject only to a Board of Directors veto.

DDA Changes Enrollment Procedures

by James McGonigle
Staff Reporter

Enrollment procedures in the college of DAA have been altered as follows:

1) Students at all class levels may now be enrolled in DAA at the beginning of any quarter, provided they present proper enrollment papers at the beginning of any quarter, and that the curricula of other departments may allow students to enter at the beginning of any quarter with the approval of the head of the department concerned, stated Dean Harold Bice. The show change (1) was developed by the ad hoc Committee on DAA New Students Admit-

COLUMBIA FATHERS

Over 1,000 Catholic minority parents will meet on May 17-18 at the University of Cincinnati. The purpose of the meeting is to plan a national conference in August in Denver. For information call John H. Gage, 745-4790.
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If you're an Aquarian, you've probably already found Schiltz Malt Liquor.

Schiltz, you're anything but traditional. You know the difference between a good and a great beer. That's why you get along so well with Schiltz Malt Liquor. Some people like it better. The people who like it better are the people who know that Schiltz is better. Just ask any respected beer connoisseur. You know you can be lost for days in your idealistic mind. Nobody makes malt liquor like Schiltz. Nobody.

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schiltz. Nobody.

If you think enough of her to give a diamond...make it "Litiwin Quality", it's forever.

Litiwin Diamonds and Gems

114 West 6th Street

Prices Begin at $150.
**Weekend Less Than Spectacular**

by Bob Moen
Art’s Sports Editor

While the UC basketball teams were competing in Virginia, the gryphons but all the slender language to the Bearcats in their junction with the Hoosier, 33-11. One in the Lawson Hall gym the Bearcats defeated Butler and restored their average, but lost at the end, 73-56. At the same time in the Lawrence Hall gym, the UC gymnasts performed well but lost a triangular meet to Central Michigan 115-110. The win for the grapplers was the second in a row at home for the Cats and boosted their record to 4-3.

**Spiders Crushed; Cats Try Sweep**

Appropriately the winning Bearcats upheld fans’ Richmond’s own defense and relied to its own 98-80 win over the usual Indians. Gupby led by as many as 30 points in the second half as he played most of the final half.

Dean Johnson, a 6-2 guard who has been averaging outstanding performance for the UC, the past few games, came on strong, scoring 24 of his 43 points, shooting 7 of 11 from the floor and 6 of 9 from the line.

The Bearcats were trying to shock their two-game winning streak of the Virginia tour with a victory over the William & Mary Indians in Villanova, VWM was 5-11 going into the game, UC 8-7.

**Cincy Hosts Oklahoma!!**

Tiring to improve upon their 4-3 season record, the young Bearcats wrestling team from one of the most rugged opponents possible in college wrestling when they host the University of Oklahoma Sooners tomorrow night in a match beginning at 7:30 in the Armory-Fields Hall.

**Leaders Arising in Winter IM’s**

by Mark Bruner
Sports Editor

Intercollegiate swimmers have really taken the University of Cincinnati on board as the sports have started off in a fiery fashion amidst competition in all areas. The aquamen were lead by Glenn Anderson, Mike Franklin, UC’s lone graduate student, and Mike and Gerry Thompson finished 1-2 in the still rings competition for the Bearcats.

The aquamen were lead by Glenn Anderson, Mike Franklin, UC’s lone graduate student, and Mike and Gerry Thompson finished 1-2 in the still rings competition for the Bearcats.

**REGISTRATION MATERIAL** for the College of Arts and Sciences will be distributed 8.B Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, Feb. 2, 3, and 4. The packets can be picked up between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. outside the College office in McMicken Hall. The UC Art Gallery Committee presents MA TH COMPODUs in collage, paintings, graphics, jewelry, and printmaking in TUC Art Gallery, through today Feb. 10. The exhibition opens with a reception 5-7 p.m., 5:30-8:30 p.m.

**WEAR HOUSE LTD.**

**DOWN TO THE REAL NITTY-GRITTY!!**

PANTS VALUES TO $7.00

NOW $2.99 EA.

**ALSO, THE NITTY-GIRLY JAR OFFERS 10% TO 40% OFF! ON ALL MERCHANDISE.**

73 W. McMillan
Corner of Ohio & McMillan
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-9; Sat 9:30-6:00
861-6919

**FACIAL ROLLER**

from $100

Remember your Grandmother’s Wedding Ring Came from Lange’s

**LANGE JEWELERS**

Vine St. & Come Tower Atrium

**Rent an Electric Portable**

**THEMES - TENT PAPERS - THREES - ETC...**

**TYPEWRITER RENTALS SALES-REPAIRS**

**XEROX COPY SERVICE - LOW RATES**

**CLIFTON TYPEWRITER**

216 W. McMillan
Rent to Drive’s

**NATURAL FOODS**

**DANNON YOGURT, CEREALS, PEANUT BUTTER, HONEY, NUT SEEDS, HERB TEA, GRAINS, WHOLE GRAIN BREAD, OILS, CANDY, COSMETICS, VITAMINS, MACROBIOTIC FOODS, FERTILE EGGS.**

**20% W. McMillan, 10-8 MON-SAT**

**REAR DISPL.**

**MONTGOMERY CYCLERY**

976 Montgomery Way

**EVERYTHING FOR THE TOURER & PRO**

Shoes, jerseys, helmets, training suits, etc.

Cincinnati Ohio

**793-3955**

**SHAHEL**

**Raleigh**

Concrete-American Eagle, and Many Other Fine Importied Bicycles.

**Scheuing All Repairs On All Makes Of Bicycles**

**Flint**

**Transcendental Meditation**

**TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION**

Jay Aisher, representative from the University of Sydney (Australia) will lecture on the HISTORY OF URBAN SPACE AND ENVIRONMENT today at 2 p.m. in 212 HAA, Aisher is a part of the Department of Architecture. The public is invited. WGEOL will be on the air from 6 a.m.-midnight beginning Friday, Feb. 1. The program will include "ojvcs Literature," the Philadelphia Orchestra, a report program, and "Opera Highlights." Two new works from the Wallflower Degrees ‘Ancient and Modern’ at 10 a.m. and "The Future of..." a series from the World Future Society and The Artistic Peace Information Center.

**TWENTY BRAZILIAN EXCHANGE STUDENTS** from the University of São Paulo will arrive at 8 a.m. on Feb. 2. A week’s visit under auspices of the Ohio Committee of the Alliance for Peace. Arrangements are being coordinated by Mr. Alisha Stoffer of the Romance Languages department. Those who have room in their homes and would like to volunteer as a host family for the eight week visit should contact Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Breyer of Mt. Washington 222-0437.

**REGISTRATION MATERIAL** for the College of Arts and Sciences will be distributed 8.B Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, Feb. 2, 3, and 4. The packets can be picked up between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. outside the College office in McMicken Hall. The UC Art Gallery Committee presents MA TH COMPODUs in collage, paintings, graphics, jewelry, and printmaking in TUC Art Gallery, through today Feb. 10. The exhibition opens with a reception 5-7 p.m., 5:30-8:30 p.m.
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**Flint**
The Arts and Sciences Correlation Committee will consider the proposals concerning curriculums, programs, etc. that have been proposed by the students and members of the faculty. A committee to examine these changes in relation to the needs of the student body.

Release the Names

In the short future, according to Clifford Grelue, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, the approval of the student senate floor. It is not

No Prior Restraint

To the Editor:

We, the undersigned students, are appreciative of having our names recorded on the following page of the News Record as having taken the responsibility of releasing the names of those that were in question the value and necessity of the University community. The atmosphere of the campus has changed over the years.

No Prior Restraint

To the Editor:

We, the undersigned students, are appreciative of having our names recorded on the following page of the News Record as having taken the responsibility of releasing the names of those that were in question the value and necessity of the University community. The atmosphere of the campus has changed over the years.

OUTRAGEOUS STATEMENT

On January 28, 1972, the News Record published the following statement under the heading "The News Record Association (RHA). We were not only offended by the display of sensationalism, but also by the lack of governing principles.

To the Editor:

The frontpage article of the January 31, 1972 issue of the News Record greatly angered the student body. The same article is a part of a series of articles that were written in the News Record during the past few months. It is the opinion of this editor that the News Record has been sensationalizing the news in an attempt to attract readers.

ORIGINE STATEMENT

On January 28, 1972, the News Record published the following statement under the heading "The News Record Association (RHA). We were not only offended by the display of sensationalism, but also by the lack of governing principles.

To the Editor:

The frontpage article of the January 31, 1972 issue of the News Record greatly angered the student body. The same article is a part of a series of articles that were written in the News Record during the past few months. It is the opinion of this editor that the News Record has been sensationalizing the news in an attempt to attract readers.
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To the Editor:

I've waited a few days before writing this letter to you because I know you'll have written one within it. On February 1st, 1972, I was present at what was to be an important moment. But after a sufficient wait, I feel it is time for me to tell you about it. This letter will be delayed of course because I cannot guarantee your reading the contents. I will proceed to the point. When your letter arrived, I was happy to see that there were two incidents of unstained pants, as reported by don. The "responsible" journal, reported the story in Friday's edition. What I object to is that the story appeared, and the way in which it was written. The purpose of a University press is to report the news honestly, and most importantly, to present the stories to the students. I question whether M. E. Diamond, News Record A&S '73, and B. H. Schnure, News Record A&S '73, were acting in good faith. Hence, I'm writing this letter to you in order to do justice to the facts and to the students, who are the real subjects of the news.

I ask you this: Did a banner headline of "Student In Sander Act Arrested" confuse Boult? Could it be that the headlines and stories by the responsible journalist, Messrs. Diamond and Schnure, or are you doing what so many local papers are constantly accused of: "lie to sell newspapers"? If you need information, I would like to point out that there were at least a dozen people who had no stain in their pants and much more damage. It is sad to think that a newspaper is doing its job by leading the masses in a negative direction. If the incident did occur, I suggest you restate the point that it is you, the editors, who must take the blame for the bias of this type of headline.

I speak upon the headline that was printed in the News Record on February 1st, 1972. I saw it. I was a fairly good editor at that time. I remember your Sunday night story. In the story, you printed the words: "Tuesday night is the night to join us for dinner. It is black tie night for this particular event. We will have the main course and a salad. Please feel free to join us."

I can't understand why you printed this story. You do not print stories like this in your local papers. I suggest you restate the point that it is you, the editors, who must take the blame for the bias of this type of headline.

I ask you this: Did a banner headline of "Student In Sander Act Arrested" confuse Boult? Could it be that the headlines and stories by the responsible journalist, Messrs. Diamond and Schnure, or are you doing what so many local papers are constantly accused of: "lie to sell newspapers"? If you need information, I would like to point out that there were at least a dozen people who had no stain in their pants and much more damage. It is sad to think that a newspaper is doing its job by leading the masses in a negative direction. If the incident did occur, I suggest you restate the point that it is you, the editors, who must take the blame for the bias of this type of headline.

I speak upon the headline that was printed in the News Record on February 1st, 1972. I saw it. I was a fairly good editor at that time. I remember your Sunday night story. In the story, you printed the words: "Tuesday night is the night to join us for dinner. It is black tie night for this particular event. We will have the main course and a salad. Please feel free to join us."
WANTED
RIO MANI TO BOSTON OR NEW YORK CITY TO HELP WITH MOVE. MUST HAVE OWN TRANSPORTATION OR BE WILLING TO WORK FOR FUEL. RENTAL AGREEMENT WANTED IMMEDIATELY. CALL 914-359-3800.

FOR RENT
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, EQUIPPED WITH BEDS AND MATTRESSES, WANTED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. CALL 221-7487.

LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL: Authors of "The Whole Language Approach" to teaching reading will visit Newton's Little League Baseball program. Heroes are encouraged to attend the meeting at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 1 at Newton's Little League Clubhouse.


FOR SALE
Room needed Immediately. Call 941-2233.

VACANT 1961·1352. 861·5345

TYPING SERVICE 280·1158 NEAR CAMPUS.

FREE CONCERT WHALEFEATHERS
Tuesday, Feb. 1
12·45 - 1·45 free hr.
Columbia Rm. TUC

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE FOR DORMS
COME ON IN FOR LUNCH, DINNER,
OR A LATE, LATE SNACK.

PAPA DINO'S PIZZA
THE OLDEST AND CLOSEST
PLACE ON CAMPUS

SERVING U.C. FOR YEARS
DINING ROOM CARRY OUT

USE THIS COUPON
50¢ OFF ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA
THIS COUPON GOOD TUES., WED., THURS., (ONLY)
NOT GOOD FOR DELIVERY